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Debug is one of the major bottlenecks that verification 
teams face today. Traditionally, to make the debug task 
easier, significant effort is invested upfront by following 
standard coding guidelines and writing code that is debug 
friendly. The near-universal adoption of UVM has, while 
making the verification process a lot more streamlined, 
however, increased the debug challenge. While most 
verification engineers understand how to use the UVM 
library, in a verification environment, the know-how about 
the implementation of classes and utilities comprising the 
UVM library like Factory, Sequencer, Random Sequence 
Library, etc. is limited. Even though some verification teams 
make use of utility functions built into UVM for accelerating 
debug, it still represents a significant challenge and 
consumes a major portion of the verification effort.

To tackle this problem, Questa has incorporated a UVM 
debug feature which provides a bunch of utilities to easily 
identify UVM testbench holes. One of the main capabilities 
that this feature provides is the ability to bring out UVM 
testbench/VIP variables to the waveform window. Users 
can also view all the UVM messages required for debug 
in a single window that provides active links to the source 
code and waveforms. Questa provides a completely unified 
system that has everything needed to understand and fix 
SystemVerilog and UVM testbench/VIP problems.

 
BACKGROUND 
Many VIP development projects in TVS follow an  
Agile-based project schedule. To meet the tight  
deadlines imposed by Agile schedules, it is imperative  
that the verification team spends a major portion of  
its effort in implementing feature support rather than 
testbench debugging. With this objective in mind, the  
TVS verification team started using the Questa UVM  
debug feature.

This article focuses on how the VIP development team 
at Test and Verification Solutions was able to increase 
verification productivity for ARM® VIP development by  
using the debug capabilities of Questa UVM.

The feature can be invoked simply by adding  
the ‘classdebug’ switch to the vsim command

The classdebug switch provides the option to view  
all class object variables in a single waveform window.

In the following sections, we explore some of the  
debugging features of Questa UVM that we used to  
reduce our debug times.

 
BUILDING UVM ENVIRONMENT 
Type ‘run 0’ in the transcript window to build the UVM 
verification environment. This will enable all testbench 
details to be viewed in the waveform window. The wave-
form window supports drag and drop from the source  
and provides support for multiple languages.

Enabling the class debug switch option allowed us  
to view randomized fields that are received from  
sequencer to driver.

Driver class variables can also be added in the waveform 
just by selecting the driver in the UVM environment and 
selecting View -> Objects. By selecting driver variables  
from the Objects Window (Figure 1) and dragging them  
to the waveform window, the toggling on driver variables 
can be observed. The waveform window with the selected  
driver objects is shown in Figure 2.

 
SEQUENCE LIBRARY CLASS VIEWING 
Questa provides options for exploring class trees, 
class graphs and inheritances that make debugging 
SystemVerilog classes easier.

A class object can be viewed by adding a specific class 
variable to wave window. The class tree window for the  
TVS testbench environment is shown in Figure 3 on the  
next page. It can be observed that all sequence classes  
in the TVS environment are visible in the class tree window. 
The properties tab can be expanded to see parent/child 
relationships and the methods tab can be expanded to  
see properties and methods.
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The class tree window also provides some useful 
options for viewing the class declaration and how many 

times the class instance has been used in  
the verification environment as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5 shows a sample Class Instances window.  
The class graph window provides a nifty way of viewing  
the different classes and inheritances and how they are 
related to each other. The default view is organized by 
extended class but it can also be viewed by base class. 
Figure 6 shows a class graph window displaying all  
 
UVM classes compiled in the TVS ARM® environment. 
Following is the color-code followed in the diagram.

Green: Represents all AXI sequences 

Grey: Represents all APB sequences
Red: Represents the axi_master_base_sequence.  

All the AXI sequences are extended from this 
sequence.

Blue: Represents the apb_master_base_sequence.  
All the APB sequences are extended from this 
sequence.

Purple: Represents the tvs_arm_generic_master_ 
base_sequence. Both the axi_master_base_ 
sequence and apb_master_base_sequence are 
extended from this sequence.
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Figure 7 shows a class graph window highlighting  
one of the boundary read error sequences in the  
TVS environment.
 
 For AXI:  

FACTORY OVERRIDE 
The TVS ARM® VIP contains both AXI and APB sequences. 
If we run the AXI testcase, the generic driver should be 
replaced by the AXI driver. This can be confirmed by using 
the command ‘uvm printfactory’. It will show what classes 
are overridden by the requested type.

# Instance Overrides 
# 
# Requested Type        Override Path      Override Type  
# -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
# tvs_arm_generic_master_driver uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_master_agent[0].driver  
tvs_arm_axi_master_driver
# tvs_arm_generic_master_monitor uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_master_agent[0].monitor  
tvs_arm_axi_master_monitor 
# tvs_arm_generic_master_sequencer uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_master_agent[*].sequencer  
tvs_arm_axi_master_sequencer 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_driver  uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].driver  
tvs_arm_axi_slave_driver 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_monitor  uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].monitor   
tvs_arm_axi_slave_monitor 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_sequencer uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].sequencer  
tvs_arm_axi_slave_sequencer
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For APB:

RAISING OBJECTIONS 
By using the ‘uvm displayobjections’ command,  
we can see any objections raised in the environment:

Objections output

Insource output 

FIND INSOURCE 
The ‘find insource’ command is useful for searching 
methods or variables in the UVM environment.  
For e.g., to search the drive_transfer method, we used:  

 
CONCLUSION 
Questa UVM debug helped the TVS team channelize  
effort that was otherwise being unproductively spent  
in fixing verification environment issues towards more 
critical verification tasks like feature addition and coverage 
closure. In addition to the features highlighted in this article, 
Questa also offers other useful features like including 
breakpoints, assertion debugging and constraint debugging 
which combine to provide a unified and powerful debug 
solution. Using Questa UVM debug, TVS was able to 
reduce debug times on the ARM® VIP development  
activity by as much as 35%.

# Instance Overrides 
# 
# Requested Type        Override Path      Override Type 
# -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
# tvs_arm_generic_master_driver uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_master_agent[0].driver  
tvs_arm_apb_master_driver 
# tvs_arm_generic_master_monitor uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_master_agent[0].monitor  
tvs_arm_apb_master_monitor 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_driver     uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].driver    
tvs_arm_apb_slave_driver 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_monitor uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].monitor  
tvs_arm_apb_slave_monitor 
# tvs_arm_generic_slave_sequencer uvm_test_top.arm_top_env.arm_envr[*].generic_slave_agent[*].sequencer  
tvs_arm_apb_slave_sequencer

# ../tvs_arm_apb/master/sv/tvs_arm_apb_master_driver.svh:111: drive_transfer(apb_mas_xaction); 
# ../tvs_arm_apb/master/sv/tvs_arm_apb_master_driver.svh:145: // Task name : drive_transfer 
# ../tvs_arm_apb/master/sv/tvs_arm_apb_master_driver.svh:150: task drive_transfer 
(tvs_arm_apb_master_sequence_item trans); 
# ../tvs_arm_apb/master/sv/tvs_arm_apb_master_driver.svh:165: endtask : drive_transfer

# 
#     Domain: uvm 
#  Component: uvm_test_top
#     Phase: common.run 
# Objection: run 
# The total objection count is 1x` 
# --------------------------------------------------------- 
# Source Total 
# Count Count Object 
# --------------------------------------------------------- 
# 0 1 uvm_test_top 
# 0 1 arm_top_env 
# 0 1 top_virtual_sequencer 
# 1 1 m_tvs_arm_apb_read_seq_test_vs 
# ---------------------------------------------------------

 
uvm displayobjections uvm_test_top  

find insource drive_transfer
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